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Join us in interceding on behalf of NightLight Missouri and the individuals we
have the opportunity to serve.
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Day

NightLight Missouri Staff and Volunteers

1

For staff to seek the will of God first and follow whatever God calls them to. For
volunteers and staff to be diligent servants without an agenda. For provision of
resources necessary to minister to those who have been exploited. For wisdom
and guidance for future planning. For unity among staff. (James 1:5)

PRAY

Day

Resources to Do the Work

2

For volunteers, gifts, baked goods, funding for programming (Bible studies, life
skills classes, job training, etc.). For those with the time, skills, and finances to
boldly sacrifice what they can so that we can impact the lives of the exploited
and offer healing and help. (Psalm 50:10; Philippians 4:19)

PRAY

Day

Local Churches, Businesses, and Individuals to Partner With Us

3

That the Holy Spirit will move hearts to join us in this Kingdom work, keeping in
mind that faith without works is dead. That God would give vision to the local
community that change is possible with their help. (James 2:26; Galatians 6:910; 1 Timothy 6:18-19)

PRAY

Day

Favor with Those We Reach Out To

4

That we will be well received as we reach out to, rescue, and restore the
exploited. That we will be the fragrance of Christ in a perishing world, and that
the exploited will desire life instead of choosing death. For NightLight to find
favor within clubs and online outreach. (2 Corinthians 2:14-16)
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NightLight Missouri Outreach Programs
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NightLight Missouri Outreach Programs

5

For the equipment of the full armor of God before, during, and after outreach.
For continued safety for outreach teams. For new doors to be opened in other
areas of exploitation such as spas, truck stops, extended stay hotels, etc.
(Ephesians 6:10-18)
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NightLight Missouri Restoration Programs
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NightLight Missouri Restoration Programs

6

For wisdom and grace as lives are being redeemed. That volunteers and staff
are sensitive to the needs of those being restored to wholeness. That the
Gospel will be presented clearly, and that those who have been exploited will
know and accept God’s love and forgiveness. (Lamentations 3:22-25)
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Spiritual Warfare

Day

Spiritual Warfare

7

For staff and volunteers to overcome temptation and attacks from the enemy.
For the light of God to overcome the darkness of exploitation. For the enemy’s
strongholds to be broken within the local sex industry and other areas of
exploitation. For those who have been exploited to realize Christ’s victory.
(1 Peter 5:8-9)
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